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MoEvaEon	  

•  ApproximaEon	  has	  well-‐known	  benefits	  
•  Energy	  saving,	  performance,	  etc.	  
•  Thus	  this	  workshop	  

•  But,	  as	  a	  developer,	  how	  do	  we	  write	  an	  
approximate	  applica1on?	  
•  How	  do	  we	  understand/manage	  tradeoffs	  between	  
energy/performance	  and	  quality/precision?	  

•  Key	  to	  adopEon:	  easy-‐to-‐use,	  configurable	  tools	  
that	  assist	  developers	  
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This	  talk:	  Prototyping	  tools	  

•  Development	  oSen	  starts	  with	  prototyping	  
•  What	  should	  an	  approximaEon	  prototyper	  look	  like?	  

•  What	  tools	  are	  needed?	  
•  We	  propose	  a	  three	  layered	  system	  

•  Approxima)on	  layer:	  Provide	  simple,	  coarse-‐grained	  
approximate	  semanEcs	  and	  simulaEon.	  

•  Profiling	  layer:	  Determine	  quality	  (QoR)	  impacts,	  and	  
energy/performance	  benefits	  
•  Allow	  customizaEon	  of	  approximate	  semanEcs,	  benefits	  

•  Autotuning	  layer:	  Suggest	  refinements	  to	  approximaEon	  
that	  may	  improve	  tradeoffs	  
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EnerCaml	  
•  EnerCaml:	  our	  implementaEon	  of	  this	  design	  
•  Built	  on	  top	  of	  OCaml	  
•  An	  ML	  variant	  with	  object-‐oriented	  extensions	  	  	  
•  OSen	  used	  for	  prototyping	  
•  FuncEonal	  style	  great	  for	  coarse-‐grained	  
approximaEon	  

•  Contains	  the	  three	  layers	  described	  earlier	  
•  Code-‐centric	  approximaEon	  via	  primiEve	  call	  
•  Profiling	  with	  customizable	  quality	  metrics	  
•  Autotuning	  by	  searching	  for	  alternate	  precise-‐
approximate	  decomposiEons	  
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ApproximaEon	  Layer	  
•  Key	  primiEve	  for	  code-‐centric	  approximaEon	  

•  EnerCaml.approximate : (unit->’a)->’a approx  
•  Takes	  a	  (thunked)	  code	  block	  (think	  C++	  functor),	  executes	  it	  
approximately,	  and	  returns	  an	  approximately-‐typed	  result.	  

•  Also	  provide	  endorsement,	  precise,	  conEnue	  primiEves.	  
•  Convenient	  model	  for	  prototyping	  –	  just	  specify	  

approximate	  kernels	  
•  Natural	  fit	  for	  a	  funcEonal	  language	  

•  Everything	  is	  a	  funcEon	  
•  SimulaEon:	  simply	  create	  precise	  and	  approximate	  versions	  

of	  each	  funcEon	  
•  Approximate	  versions	  execute	  approximate	  operaEons	  
•  Call	  sites	  in	  approximate	  funcEons	  call	  approximate	  versions	  
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Ray	  Tracer	  ApproximaEon	  
Example	  

(* Compute a pixel by sending rays in 
   every direction *) 
for dx = 0 to ss - 1 do 
  for dy = 0 to ss - 1 do 
    (* Compute direction vector *) 
    ... 
    (* Trace ray *) 
    let next_ray = ray_trace dir scene in 
 
 
    g := !g +. next_ray; 
  done; 
done; 
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(* Compute a pixel by sending rays in 
   every direction *) 
for dx = 0 to ss - 1 do 
  for dy = 0 to ss - 1 do 
    (* Compute direction vector *) 
    ... 
    (* Trace ray approximately *) 
    let next_ray = EnerCaml.approximate ( 
      fun () -> ray_trace dir scene)  
    in 
    g := !g +. EnerCaml.endorse(next_ray); 
  done; 
done; 

Ray	  Tracer	  ApproximaEon	  
Example	  
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Next	  layer:	  Profiling	  

•  Profiling	  layer	  lets	  users	  invesEgate	  the	  effects	  
of	  approximaEon	  on	  their	  code	  

•  Two	  key	  features:	  
•  Measure	  the	  quality	  of	  result	  and	  efficiency	  
impacts	  of	  approximaEon.	  

•  Let	  users	  customize	  (defaults	  provided):	  
•  how	  operaEons	  are	  approximated	  (via	  custom	  error	  
funcEons)	  
•  relaEve	  energy	  savings	  of	  approximate	  operaEons	  (via	  
custom	  scoring	  funcEon)	  
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Measuring	  QoR	  impacts	  

•  Profiling	  layer	  lets	  users	  define	  a	  quality	  funcEon	  
that	  compares	  data	  from	  precise	  and	  
approximate	  execuEons.	  

•  User	  also	  specifies	  data	  to	  collect	  to	  use	  as	  input	  
to	  the	  QoR	  funcEon.	  
•  Stored	  as	  a	  temporally	  ordered	  list.	  

•  Profiler	  executes	  the	  applicaEon	  precisely	  and	  
then	  approximately,	  and	  compares	  the	  data	  lists	  
collected	  in	  the	  two	  execuEons	  using	  the	  QoR	  
funcEon.	  
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Example:	  Ray	  Tracer	  Profiling	  
(* loop over pixels *) 
for (...) 
  (* compute brightness g of current pixel *) 
  ... 
  (* add g to list of profile output for 
     current execution *) 
  EnerCaml.record_profile_output g; 
done; 
let psnr prec_lst app_list =  
  (* compute PSNR of pixels in app_list 
     relative to pixels in prec_list *) 
  ... 
in EnerCaml.eval_qor psnr 
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EnerCaml	  Autotuning	  Layer	  
•  Searches	  for	  alternate	  precise/approximate	  
decomposiEons	  of	  programs	  that	  improve	  the	  
quality	  and/or	  energy	  efficiency.	  

•  Starts	  with	  the	  original	  approximaEon	  specified	  
by	  the	  programmer.	  
•  Idea:	  specify	  coarsely,	  let	  autotuner	  refine	  

•  Performs	  addiEonal	  runs	  that	  remove	  part	  of	  the	  
approximaEon.	  
•  Varies	  which	  funcEon	  call	  sites	  call	  the	  precise	  versus	  
the	  approximate	  versions	  of	  funcEons	  

•  Never	  add	  approximaEon	  –	  may	  be	  unsafe	  
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Autotuning	  Search	  Strategies	  

•  Can’t	  try	  every	  possible	  combinaEon:	  exponenEal	  
•  So,	  use	  some	  heurisEcs:	  
•  Remove	  approximaEon	  at	  a	  single	  staEc	  call	  site	  
•  Narrow	  approximaEon	  to	  a	  single	  staEc	  call	  site	  
•  Remove	  approximaEon	  from	  two	  “sibling”	  staEc	  call	  
sites	  (call	  sites	  in	  the	  same	  calling	  funcEon).	  

set float approximation (float->float) -> unit Specifies the float approximation function.
set integer approximation (int->int) -> unit Specifies the integer approximation function.
set load approximation (int->int) -> unit Specifies the integer array load approximation function.
set load float approximation (float->float) -> unit Specifies the float array load approximation function.

Table 2. EnerCaml primitives for specifying how operations should be approximated.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2. Static call trees illustrating the various strategies we use to search the precise-approximate decompositions of EnerCaml programs
for improved quality of service versus efficiency tradeoffs. A black node represents an approximate function application and a white node
represents a precise application. Figure (a) shows the originally specified approximation. Figure (b) shows the result of treating one of the
approximate applications as if it were called inside a precise thunk. Figure (c) shows the result of narrowing the approximation to just that
same call site. Finally, figure (d) illustrates the result of making two sibling call sites precise.

precise code pointers. The autotuner then attempts a run where we
narrow the approximation to just that call site and its descendants
(Figure 2c). In other words, that call site will act as if it was sur-
rounded by an approximate call, but any other approximate
calls will be removed. Finally, we search for pairs of function ap-
plications that appear in the same calling function, and perform a
run that makes them both precise (Figure 2d). If we were to attempt
all combinations of call sites, we would end up with an exponential
explosion of our search space. The intuition behind looking at just
the pairs in the same calling function is that these pairs are more
likely to have a synergistic effect—i.e., the benefit of making them
both precise might be more than the sum of the benefits of mak-
ing them individually precise. For example, the two may pass data
from one to the other or both may pass data to a third function.

The autotuner outputs the quality of service and approximate
operation counts for each of the partial approximate runs it at-
tempts. If one result has both better quality of service and better
efficiency (as measured by approximate operation count) than an-
other result, we say that the former result dominates the latter. Once
all runs have been completed, the autotuner reports all runs that are
not dominated by other runs. This report represents a frontier curve
of the best discovered quality of service versus efficiency tradeoffs.
In addition to reporting detailed measurements for each point on
this frontier curve, the tool plots the runs graphically to help the
programmer visualize the discovered space of quality–efficiency
tradeoffs. Figure 3 depicts the autotuner’s textual and graphical out-
put for our ray tracer example (Section 6.1).

5.1 Implementation of Autotuning
The code changes required to implement the EnerCaml autotuning
layer were straightforward and localized. In particular, the only
compiler change that was necessary was to track and record the
source location of every function application bytecode. We were
able to reuse code that supports the OCaml debugger to do this,
with a few small additions. The bytecode offset and corresponding
source location are stored in a file which is read in by the interpreter

when it executes in autotuning mode. This allows the autotuner to
map function applications back to locations in the source, which
in turn allows it to report the changes it made for each partial
approximate run in a user-readable form.

We also changed the interpreter to implement the autotuner’s
search strategies. In autotuning mode, our interpreter records each
approximate function application that it executes during the orig-
inal approximate run as well as the calling function that contains
it (necessary for the final strategy that pairs function applications
with the same parent). The PCs of these applications are stored
in a simple hash table with no duplicates. After the fully approxi-
mate run we gather all of the application PCs into an array and use
it to determine which function applications should be precise and
which should be approximate in the subsequent partially approxi-
mate runs. We then check the current PC every time we execute an
approximate function application bytecode in a partial approximate
run to see if we need to follow the precise code pointer.

6. Case Studies
We used the EnerCaml system to profile and tune the approxi-
mation properties of three existing OCaml applications, none of
which were written by us. This section discusses our experiences
with those applications. First, Section 6.1 describes profiling the
ray tracer application mentioned previously. Next, Section 6.2 dis-
cusses our experiences with profiling an N-body simulation appli-
cation. Finally, section 6.3 discusses a collision detection kernel.

6.1 Ray Tracer
Our initial experience with the EnerCaml system involved adding
approximation to a ray tracer (downloaded from the website of
Flying Frog Consultancy [12]). The ray tracer has two phases:
scene creation and ray tracing. The scene creation phase creates
a scene consisting of a number of spheres of different sizes. The
ray tracing phase then generates an image by sending a series of
rays at the scene.
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Autotuning	  Output	  

•  Autotuner	  outputs	  the	  QoR	  and	  approximate	  
operaEon	  counts	  for	  every	  trial.	  

•  A	  trial	  dominates	  another	  trial	  if	  it	  has	  bener	  
QoR	  and	  more	  approximated	  operaEons.	  

•  Non-‐dominated	  trials	  form	  quality-‐efficiency	  
Pareto	  curve.	  	  	  
•  We	  output	  these	  trials	  with	  the	  code	  changes	  that	  
produce	  them.	  

•  And	  plot	  these	  results.	  
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Case	  Studies	  
•  Ray	  tracer:	  	  
•  Improved	  PSNR	  from	  26.9	  to	  33.6,	  while	  
maintaining	  nearly	  half	  of	  energy	  savings	  

•  N-‐body	  simulaEon:	  	  
•  Improved	  QoR	  (average	  error-‐1)	  from	  0.01	  to	  
nearly	  4000,	  and	  maintained	  over	  half	  of	  the	  
energy	  savings.	  

•  Collision	  detecEon:	  	  
•  Reduced	  errors	  by	  51%	  at	  expense	  of	  30%	  
approximaEon	  reducEon.	  
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Part	  of	  a	  Larger	  Ecosystem	  

•  Part	  of	  suite	  of	  dynamic	  tools	  for	  managing	  QoR	  of	  
approximate	  applicaEons	  –	  see	  my	  thesis!	  

•  Aimed	  at	  different	  phases	  of	  the	  soSware	  lifecycle:	  
•  EnerCaml	  for	  design	  and	  prototyping	  
•  Instrumenta)on	  &	  Tracing	  for	  debugging	  and	  tuning	  
•  Monitoring	  for	  real-‐Eme,	  post-‐deployment	  response	  to	  
QoR	  issues	  

Design,	  Prototype,	  
Explore	  

	  
EnerCaml	  

Develop	  
	  

Approxima)on-‐aware	  
language	  

Debug,	  Tune	  
	  

Instrumenta)on	  &	  
Dynamic	  Tracing	  

Deploy	  
	  

Monitoring	  
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Autotuning	  Example	  
BEST RESULTS:
...
Narrowing approximation to ray_trace_orig.ml,
line 16, character 10:
QOS: 37.644753, Approximated/approximable
operations: 35382840/158794029 (22.282223)

Narrowing approximation to ray_trace_orig.ml,
line 36, character 13:
QOS: 32.663749, Approximated/approximable
operations: 100324605/158144874 (63.438417)
...
Making precise ray_trace_orig.ml, line 55,
character 47:
QOS: 28.351986, Approximated/approximable
operations: 148988255/157164711 (94.797524)

Making pair precise:
ray_trace_orig.ml, line 47, character 39
ray_trace_orig.ml, line 46, character 39
QOS: 28.240102, Approximated/approximable
operations: 149001041/157177354 (94.798034)
...
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Figure 3. Output from autotuning a ray tracer application. The tool produces a textual (excerpted here) and graphical depiction of the best
results (frontier curve) among the profiled executions. The graphical depiction plots the results on axes of approximation (proportion of
approximable operations executed approximately) and quality of service (here, peak signal-to-noise ratio), labeling each point with “N” for
narrowing approximation to a call site or “E” for excluding approximation at call sites. The last two results listed on the left achieve nearly the
same approximation levels as the original (94.8% approximate), but with better QOS (28.4 and 28.2 versus 26.9 for the original annotation).

We started by approximating both phases of the computa-
tion. To approximate scene creation, we simply added a call to
EnerCaml.approximate around a thunk containing the call
to create:

let app_scene = EnerCaml.approximate(fun () ->
create level {x=0.; y= -1.; z=4.} 1.);;

To approximate the ray tracing phase, we wrapped the calls to
ray trace (which traces an individual ray) inside another thunk
and passed it to EnerCaml.approximate:

let approx_g = EnerCaml.approximate(fun () ->
ray_trace dir scene) in

We used the default EnerCaml approximation routines, with an
error rate set to 0.5%5 (i.e., one out of every 200 approximable
operations returns an incorrect result). Figure 4a shows an image
generated by this approximation of the the ray tracer.

We next instrumented the program for profiling and autotuning
so that we could search for ways to improve the quality of the
initial image (Figure 4a). Recall that profiling in EnerCaml involves
specifying a quality of service evaluation function and adding calls
to collect the data required for the evaluation. We chose peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) for our quality of service. We pass
the quality of service function to the eval qos routine, which in
turn passes it lists of data from precise and approximate runs:

let rec se_sum prec_l app_l =
match prec_l, app_l with

prc_hd::prc_tl, app_hd::app_tl ->
(app_hd -. prc_hd) *. (app_hd -. prc_hd) +.
(se_sum prc_tl app_tl)

| _ -> 0.
in
let mse prec app = (se_sum prec app) /.

5 Lower error rates did not add enough error to make the investigation
interesting.

(float_of_int (List.length prec)) in
let psnr prec_l app_l = 10. *. (log10
((255. *. 255.)/.(mse prec_l app_l))) in

EnerCaml.eval_qos psnr

The data points for our PSNR calculation are the pixels of the
output image. We collect the data as it is written to the image file:

let () = EnerCaml.record_profile_output g in
Printf.fprintf file "%c" (char_of_int

(int_of_float g))

After instrumenting the code, we ran it through the simple pro-
filer to determine the quality of service and efficiency of our initial
attempt at approximation. Figure 1 shows the result of simple pro-
filing. The PSNR was 26.9, and 94.8% of the approximable opera-
tions were executed in an approximate context. We next ran our au-
totuner to see if we could improve on these results. Figure 3 shows
a plot of the best results (i.e., the quality of service/efficiency fron-
tier curve), as well as the textual output for a selection of these
results. The first thing that jumps out of these results is that we can
obtain better quality (PSNR of 28.4), while only giving up a very
small amount of approximation by making the scene creation pre-
cise. Intuitively, small changes in the positions of spheres can have
significant impacts on the errors of some pixels because they can
move the boundary between shadowed (dark) and non-shadowed
(bright) pixels. These errors may not be as noticeable to a human
viewer as the random errors generated by approximating rays, but
they have a significant impact on our chosen metric, PSNR. These
types of errors would also be more noticeable to humans in a video
setting, where small shifts in the positions of objects could cre-
ate inter-frame jitter. Since approximating scene creation also had
a negligible impact on efficiency (most of the energy is spent on
tracing the scene, not creating it), we removed it and reran the au-
totuner.

On our second autotuning run, the most interesting results con-
sisted of a PSNR of 29.9 with 86.3% of approximable operations
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Tracking	  ApproximaEon	  
•  To	  track	  our	  two	  funcEon	  versions,	  the	  compiler	  creates	  

dual	  func1on	  closures	  
•  Closures	  typically	  used	  to	  represent	  funcEons	  in	  languages	  
where	  they	  are	  first-‐class	  values.	  	  Contain	  pointers	  to	  a	  funcEon	  
and	  an	  environment.	  

•  Our	  dual	  closures	  replace	  the	  single	  funcEon	  pointer	  in	  the	  
closure	  with	  two:	  one	  for	  a	  precise	  version,	  and	  one	  for	  the	  
approximate	  version.	  

•  Call	  the	  approximate	  version	  of	  funcEon	  passed	  to	  approximate	  
primiEve	  call	  (and	  precise	  version	  in	  precise	  primiEve)	  

•  All	  other	  calls	  are	  determined	  staEcally	  by	  context	  
•  If	  we	  are	  in	  a	  precise	  caller,	  calls	  go	  to	  the	  precise	  callee.	  
•  If	  we	  are	  in	  an	  approximate	  caller,	  call	  the	  approximate	  callee.	  
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Specifying	  ApproximaEon	  
•  EnerCaml’s	  approximable	  operaEons:	  

•  Integer	  arithmeEc	  
•  FloaEng	  point	  arithmeEc	  
•  Integer	  and	  floaEng	  point	  array	  loads	  

•  ApproximaEon	  funcEon	  for	  each	  of	  these:	  replaces	  result	  of	  the	  
operaEon	  with	  another	  (possibly	  idenEcal)	  result	  of	  the	  same	  type.	  
•  E.g.,	  introduce	  a	  bit	  flip	  0.1%	  of	  the	  Eme.	  
•  set_float_approximation : (float->float) -> unit 
•  set_integer_approximation : (int->int) -> unit 
•  set_load_approximation : (int->int) -> unit  
•  set_load_float_approximation : (float->float) -> unit	  

•  Also,	  log	  approximate	  and	  precise	  operaEons,	  and	  let	  users	  create	  a	  
customized	  energy	  score.	  
•  Default	  scorer	  is	  just	  percentage	  approximated.	  
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